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Overview
This article describes how to import customized Component Profiles into RacePoint Blueprint and organize them within
Libraries to set priority. Component Profile Libraries can be accessed by navigating to RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences >
Libraries from the main menu within Blueprint.

Libraries within Blueprint are linked to folders/directories within the filesystem of the Savant Development Environment (SDE;
MacBook running Savant Application Manager).  Both the Blueprint side Libraries and the corresponding folders within the
SDE filesystem are managed via the RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries dialogue.  To add a customized
Component Profile to a Blueprint configuration, the .xml file (along with any associated image or documentation files) must first
be imported for use within Blueprint from their location on the SDE via the Libraries tab.

Altering or replacing default system Profiles contained within the System Library is not recommended.  Instead, customized
versions of any Profiles contained within the System Library should be added to a User Library via the Preferences > Libraries
tab.  Libraries can be ordered to set priority, so a custom Profile contained in a Library above the System Library will take
precedence.  This will override but not replace the default system Profile.
 

 

RacePoint Blueprint Preferences
Within the RacePoint Blueprint Preferences menu, select the Libraries tab to show a list with the System Library populated by
default.  The System Library contains all system default Component Profiles for the active da Vinci runtime software version,
created by the Savant Profiles Team. 



 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Savant does not recommend altering the System Library in any way. Profiles contained within the
System Library for the active da Vinci software are updated automatically when Profile updates are run from Savant
Application Manager.  When customizing a Profile in any way, the customized version should be added to a new Library so
that the system Profile remains and can be defaulted to without issue if need be.

 

Creating a New Profile Library
To add a new Library for customized or user-created Component Profiles, follow the steps outlined below to create or designate a
directory within the SDE (Savant Development Environment / MacBook) filesystem which will be used onlyfor custom Profiles:

1. From the RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries tab, select the + icon at the lower left to add a new Library.
This will open a Finder window showing the SDE filesystem.  Navigate to the location on the SDE where the new
Library will be located.
 



 
2. Select the New Folder option at the lower left, then name the folder, and select Create.  This will both create a

folder/directory in the selected location on the SDE, and add a new Library within Blueprint.
 

 
3. The Library folder will populate within the Libraries list above the System Library as shown, identified by the filepath

of the corresponding directory on the SDE.
 



4. Within any directory on the SDE designated as a User Profile Library in this way, the system will create three sub-
folders:

componentProfiles
documentation
images

 

IMPORTANT: Savant does not recommend manually moving Profile .xml files into or out of
the componentProfiles folder. Profiles within a Library should be managed via the RacePoint
Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries tab as outlined in the sections below.

To associate images or documentation with a given Profile within the Library, the files must be added to the
corresponding folder with filenames matching exactly; only the extension/filetype should vary.

NOTES:
Directories can also be dragged into the Preferences panel from the finder window. Open the finder window,
select the desired folder, then drag and drop the folder into the Libraries panel.
Profile hierarchy is determined by the ordering of Libraries, so for Profiles with the same name added to two
different Libraries, the version added to a higher level library will be given priority.
Adding a custom version of a Profile to a higher-tier Library will override but NOT replace the System Library
version.
A User Library and the corresponding directory on the SDE are related but not fully synced. Adding a
Component Profile .xml file to the designated directory on the SDE will not add it to the associated Library. The
Profile must be imported to Blueprint following the process below.

 



Importing Profiles
Follow the steps outlined below to import customized Component Profile .xml files into a User Library for use within Blueprint:

1. Navigate to RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries and select the appropriate Library from the list.
2. Select Import at the lower right corner of the window.
3. A Finder window will open.  Navigate to the location of the target Profile stored in the SDE filesystem and select it.
4. Select Import again to add the Profile to the Library within Blueprint. this will also copy the Profile to the

corresponding componentProfiles folder on the SDE.

Additional information: Only one Profile with a given filename can be imported into a given User Library. To import two
Profiles with matching filenames into Blueprint, two different libraries must be used.

 

Deleting/Removing Profiles or Libraries
1.      Click to highlight the Custom Profile Library, or Custom profile.

2.      Click the "–" button in the lower left corner as shown below.

3.      A dialogue box will appear prompting the user to confirm the removal of the highlighted item. Select Remove to continue.
If a Profile is selected, the prompt will be to Delete the Profile rather than remove it.

TIP: This action will not delete the Profile .xml file from the directory located on the SDE, but will remove the selected item
from the Libraries panel, effectively "un-importing" the Profile from Blueprint.





 

Defining Library Hierarchy
Within the RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries tab, Libraries can be ordered by dragging and dropping within the
list. Only one Profile with a given filename (for the same device) can be added to each Library, so in order to have multiple
Profiles available for any given device, they must be added to separate Libraries. The Profile version which will be presented in
the component device list when the Show Library option is selected in Blueprint will be the version from the enabled Library
placed highest within the Library list.

For example, in the images below, two customized versions (Profile revisions 2.4 and 3.4 respectively) have been created in
addition to the System Library version (1.4). The .xml files all share the same filename: snapav_lum-700-dom-iph.xml. To keep
the two custom versions differentiated, they have both been compressed, and the zipped files have the revision numbers
appended to their filenames. The goal in this example is to get all three versions of this Profile imported and available within
Blueprint for testing. The steps below outline the process to achieve this:

 

1. Add or designate two new Libraries in the RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences > Libraries tab following the
instructions in the Creating a New Profile Library section above.
 

2. Open a Finder window on the SDE to the location of the zipped Profiles to be imported, and double-click the first one
to unzip.
 



3. Select the .xml Profile and check the preview window to confirm the "rpm_xml_version" matches the desired Profile
revision number, then drag and drop the Profile into the profiles folder within Custom Library 1 as shown.
 

4. Repeat step 3 above for the second Profile revision, moving it to Custom Library 2.
 

5. Follow the steps outlined in the Importing Profiles section above to import each Profile version into its respective
Library. The Libraries tab should approximately match the example below when complete. Note that the Profile
revision numbers displayed within the Libraries tab are not part of the actual filenames of the matching .xml files, and



are added by Blueprint for convenience.
 

6. Each of the three listed Libraries will now contain a version of the same Component Profile. The System Library
contains the default version 1.4, Custom Library 1 contains version 2.4, and Custom Library 2 contains version 3.4.
Before adding the device to the Blueprint configuration, the Libraries must be ordered so as to present the desired
version. Click, drag, and drop to order the Libraries. The Library at the top of the list will have priority (meaning the
Profile revision it contains will be the one presented within the Show Library component list when adding the device
to the Blueprint configuration).

 
7. Libraries can also be enabled or disabled via the checkbox to the left of each entry within the Libraries tab. A disabled

Library will be ignored when determining Profile hierarchy. In the example image below, Custom Profiles Library 2
would normally be prioritized, meaning Profile revision 3.4 would be the one made available in the Show Library list,
however it has been disabled, making Custom Profiles Library 1 and Profile version 2.4 the top prioritized version. 
This can be useful to easily switch between Profile revisions for testing purposes.
 



Confirming Profile Revision Number for Configured Components
Once a custom Profile version has been added to a Library, and the Library containing the desired version has been prioritized
following the steps in the sectinos above, the component device should be added to the Blueprint configuration following
standard configuration procedure.

1. Select Show Library from the main Blueprint menu bar,

2. Select the target Component Profile,
3. Drag and drop to add the device to the Rooms list, then drag into the layout window and make any required

connections.

To confirm that the desired version of the Profile has been correctly prioritized and added before uploading the configuration to
the Host for testing, open an Inspector window for the device and verify that the revision number shown in the upper left corner
of Inspector matches the custom Profile revision number desired for testing.



NOTE: The first character ("U" in the example above) can be ignored for the purposes of confirming the Profile revision added.

If the configured Component Profile does not match the version intended, review the RacePoint Blueprint > Preferences >
Libraries tab and ensure that the correct revision of the Profile has been imported, and that Library hierarchy has been set to
prioritize the target version accordingly.


